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Signs of the Silhouette is a project that connects sound exploration with video. Music is developed throughout the study of image 
in loco by improvisation.
 
Very influenced by the reading of texts about Phenomenology and Aesthics, the making of this band started with a dialogue about 
the possibility of the conversion of sound into image and vice versa. 

The  complete disconnection from primary experiences was their starting point. “ How do you feel a car motor or the rain hitting the 
street in sound? How does it touch you and how to answer musically to it. We are mainly receivers when we should be translators.”

In a show their act of music is answered with reactions to a video projected in the musician body. Therefore the one that plays be-
comes the visual support of an image interpreted by musical improvisation. 

The act becomes a dialogue between a body transmuted lived image perception in loco by a musical, gestual, reactive and sponta-
neous response. Video and sound working together.

This band issued 4 albums on vinyl with some special guest artists: Hernani Faustino, Helena Espevall and Tiago Sousa.

In 2014 creates the album Spring Grove edited by French Label Bambalam Records.

Jorge Nuno (Electric Guitar)

Born in Lisbon in 1971. Musician in publishing activity since 1996, having belonged to projects like Riddle (edited 2 lps), participating 
in two soundtracks Portuguese films (Nightmare Pink, Pulse Zero), Lisamona (1 Lp and Ep) with Rodrigo Leão, and Stereo Alligator 
(1 Lp) mixed by producer Alex Newport. 

“A música e a arte intermedia que criam é que não têm nada de vulgar, o que se confirma no primeiro caso com o lançamento do 
duplo álbum «Spring Grove», o novíssimo destes Signs of the Silhouette. Trata-se de um rock experimental, tocado na zona am-
bígua entre o noise e o psicadelismo. Sim, música de trip nos confins interiores do cosmos.”

Rui Eduardo Paes / Bitaites

Biography

Press 

http://nervoagency.wordpress.com/artists/signsofthesilhouette/press/


Spring Grove / Bambalam Records [2014]

In this 4tth album Signs of the Silhouette use altered perception as an escuse for approaching color.
The all idea came from research about the earlier studies of LSD in the 50’s by some internet documentaries. In Spring Grove 
Hospital a group of scientists and physicians used LSD as a therapeutic tool to open the mind of a eerie of pacients suffering from 
alcoholism to depression. Throughout trip descriptions this music band tries to translate those experiences into sound. Form, ideas 
and colors contaminate the concept of sound and time.

Signs of the Silhouette / SOTS Discos [2012]

The first album is the band first contact with its perception study. Still linked with some “old stuff“ the Signs of the Silhoutte first 
album is an approach of virgin minds to a the virgin territory of perception throughout sound. This innocent first contact collection 
of random images and experiences into video and their reactions to them. 

Rocket Fish / SOTS Discos [2013]

Rocket Fish album tries to be more pure and connected with those experiences. The album common theme is about fundamentals 
of creation, natural and basic experiences. Natural elements like water and earth and its metamorphoses and feeling its perfect 
essences are main themes. Ideas like cosmogonies and other creations miths are also present.

Land Garden / SOTS Discos [2013]

Land Garden album is seen as a conclusion album. An understanding of what was created in the first two and what was lost in 
the process. Clay, raw earth, dirt were all words connected to that experiences. It is seen as a conscience of a lost illusion , of the 
conscience of the lost paradise of ignorance and the fear of a new unknown land.

These  3 albums  created the  Monochrone Trilogy each one  a part: 

A witness of perception Signs of the Silhouette (first album)
Creation and transformation in Rocket Fish
Imperfect nostalgia, loss and similarity in Land Garden

The Videos

The video pieces are presented in black and white in this trilogy as a research for the notions of rawness, territory, drawing and 
purity of visual elements. Color is excluded in this first shows.
Each set of videos is the inspiration for the improvised music. It is also the registration of a group of experiences in each phase of 
the the trilogy. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GsEymLZz7g0

Discography
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João Paulo Entrezede (Drums)

Born in Lisbon in 1969. Studied drums and percussion at the Jazz School of Music Jazz Hot Club of Portugal. Involved in various 
projects with diferent musical styles like Creed, Billy the Kid, among others Lisamona band … 

Currently integrated in the Signs of the Silhouette project.

Miguel Cravo (Video)

Born in Lisboa in 1974 where he works and lives.

Oficina do Desenho, Painting and Drawing - Architect Rui Aço, 2007 
Arco School of Arts, Bachelor of  Design, 2008 - 2010 
Arco School of Arts, Bachelor of Painting and Drawing ,2009 - 2011

This artist works primarily in drawing as a field that allows him to experience directly in various elements like: 

- Abstract concepts of space and its limits 
- Purification (monochromes) and contamination (chaos) through the observation of objects, study of  rhythms, repetition of records  
creating ambiguities until the dissolution of the initial form. 
- Negative modeling, as the process of sculpture in space. 

Presently he directs these same concepts to video, photography and sound integrated in the Signs of the Silhouette project .

Currently developing the Signs of the Silhouette project.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GsEymLZz7g0
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Drum Kit
Bass Drum 22“
1 Tom 12 “
1 Tom 14 “
Brand Tama
2 Crash
1 Ride
1 Hi Hat
1 Carpet +/- 2 x 2 mts

Mics
2 AKG D40 (for toms)
1 Shure D112 (for Bombo)
3 C 391 B (over hats)

Guitar
1 Fender Twin Amp

Mics
2 Shure SM57 (to snare and to the guitar amp)

Total Chanels: 8

Video
Laptop PC or MAC with VGA or VGA adapter
20 meters VGA cable
Projector with VGA output with the following FEATURES:
Resolution 1024 x 768, 1152 x 864, 1280 x 800, 1440 x 900, 1440 x 1050 or higher
Luminosity 3000 lumens white light and 3000 lumens color

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=896AibizJto
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sHsnwpo6kDg
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